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Lecture 24 Highlights

I Introduction to error correction and detection codes

I Rate and distance of codes

I Closest codeword decoding

I Hamming (7,4,3) code
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Lecture 25, Plan

I Pollard ρ algorithm for factoring moderate size integers.

I Motivation for concurrent programming.

I Threads.

I Locks.

I Example: The Dining Philosophers.
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Hard Computational Problems in Number Theory

The following two problems are central in modern cryptography, and
are believed to be computationally infeasible:

• Discrete Logarithm modulo a large prime, p.

• Factoring large integers (to their prime factors).

Recall that the related decision problem, given an integer, m, is it a
prime, is computationally tractable.
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Discrete Log modulo p and One Way Functions
(reminder from lecture 6)

• Let p be a large prime (say 1000 bits or more).

• Let g be a random integer in the range
√
p < g < p−√p.

• Let x = gi for some 1 ≤ i < p− 1.

• Modular exponentiation can be done in O(log32 p) bit operations.

• Under certain conditions on p, the inverse operation,
x = gi mod p 7→ i (called discrete log) is believed to be
computationally hard.

• We say that the mapping i−→gi mod p is a one way function.

• This is a computational notion. With unbounded (or even just
exponential) resources, one can invert this function (compute
discrete log).
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Factoring Algorithms: Very Brief Overview

What is the running time (worst case) of factoring algorithms? Let m
be an n bits composite. Hardest numbers to factor are the product of
two distinct prime numbers m = pq, where both primes are are
≈ n/2 bits long, and p− 1 and q − 1 have a large prime factor.

A (very partial) list of algorithms:

• Trial division: O(2n/2) (saw this in lecture 5).

• J.M. Pollard’s rho method: O(2n/4)
(will see this today, the hare and tortoise algorithm).

• Quadratic sieve algorithm: O(e(n logn)1/2).

• General number sieve algorithm: O(e(7n)
1/3·log2 n).

• GNS was introduced by J.M. Pollard in 1988, and later refined
by many well-known players of the computational number theory
community.
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Factoring Large Integers: The xkcd Approach‡)

Original in http://xkcd.com/538/

‡thanks to Elad Liebman for pointing this out
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Factoring Algorithms

• The general number sieve algorithm is considered the fastest of
all published, “general purpose” factoring algorithms. It was
employed to factor RSA-200, a 663-bit number (200 decimal
digits), on May 2005. The algorithm was implemented on a
cluster of 80 2.2 GHz Opterons. Execution took three months.

• RSA-200 =

2799783391122132787082946763872260162107044678695542853756000992932612840010760934567105295

5360856061822351910951365788637105954482006576775098580557613579098734950144178863

178946295187237869221823983

Factors =

3532461934402770121272604978198464368671197400197625023649303468776121253679423200058547956528088349

and

7925869954478333033347085841480059687737975857364219960734330341455767872818152135381409304740185467

• RSA-704 has 704 bits (212 decimal digits), and was factored by
Shi Bai, Emmanuel Thomé and Paul Zimmermann. The
factorization was announced July 2, 2012. A cash prize of
US$30,000 was previously offered for a successful factorization.

• Both RSA-704 (bits) and RSA-200 (digits) are still very far from
factoring the 4096 bits RSA key, which the XKCD hackers were
after.
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The Birthday Paradox (reminder from lecture 13)

A well known (and not too hard to prove) result is that if we throw n
balls at random into m distinct slots, and n ≈

√
πm/2, then with

probability about 0.5, two balls will end up in the same slot.

This gives rise to the so called “birthday paradox” – given about 24
people with random birth dates (month and day of month), with
probability exceeding 1/2, two will have the same birth date
(m = 365 here, and

√
π · 365/2 = 23.94).

Thus if our set of keys is of size n ≈
√
πm/2, two keys are likely to

create a collision.
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Factoring Algorithms: The Hare and the Tortoise

We will now embarked upon a much more modest task: Explain
Pollard’s rho method, implement it in Python, and run it to factor an
100-bit number (in approximately two to six minutes).

Let m = p · q be an n bits composite, the product of two primes.
Denote by Zm the ring of integers {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}, with addition
and multiplication modulo m.

Let f : Zm 7→ Zm be a random function from Zm to itself. Pick
some a0 ∈ Zm at random. Consider the sequence

a0, a1 = f(a0), a2 = f(a1), . . . , ai = f(ai−1) .
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Finding Cycles: The Hare and the Tortoise
Let f : Zm 7→ Zm be a random function from Zm to itself. Pick
some a0 ∈ Zm at random. Consider the sequence

a0, a1 = f(a0), a2 = f(a1), . . . , ai = f(ai−1), . . .

Since Zm is finite, this sequence is finite, and it must contain a cycle:
Two indices i ≥ 0 and k ≥ 1 such that ai = ai+k. If we take i ≥ 0 to
be minimal and then k ≥ 1 to be minimal, we get the following
picture, where i = 2 and k = 7 (taken from Wikipedia site in Polish).

The hare and tortoise can help us find the cycle (indices i, k) in
O(i+ k) operations (invocations of f , and comparisons).
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Length of Tails and Cycles

Let f : Zm 7→ Zm be a random function from Zm to itself. Pick
some a0 ∈ Zm at random. Consider the sequence

a0, a1 = f(a0), a2 = f(a1), . . . , ai = f(ai−1), . . .

By the birthday paradox, the expected length of the tail and cycle
(combined), i+ k, is O(

√
m).
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Length of Tails and Cycles: Under the Hood

Let f : Zm 7→ Zm be a random function from Zm to itself. Pick
some a0 ∈ Zm at random. Consider the sequence

{a0, a1 = f(a0), a2 = f(a1), . . . , ai = f(ai−1), . . .} ⊆ Zm .

Recall that m = p · q. Under the hood, f : Zm 7→ Zm “splits” to
fp : Zp 7→ Zp and fq : Zq 7→ Zq.

The function fp will close a cycle of expected length O(
√
p), while fq

will close a cycle of expected length O(
√
q). These two cycles are

essentially independent and will typically not be of the same length.
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Length of Tails and Cycles: Under the Hood

Figure, corresponding to m=1387, p=19, q=73, is taken from

http://integrator-crimea.com/ddu0208.html
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Length of Tails and Cycles: The Punchline

Recall that m = p · q. Under the hood, f : Zm 7→ Zm “splits” to
fp : Zp 7→ Zp and fq : Zq 7→ Zq. The functionfp will close a cycle of
expected length O(

√
p), while fq will close a cycle of expected length

O(
√
q). Note that we cannot “see” the functions fp, fq directly.

Suppose fp closes a cycle, namely fp(ai) = fp(ai+k), but fq does not
close a cycle at the same place, namely fq(ai)6=fq(ai+k).

The equality fp(ai) = fp(ai+k) means f(ai) = f(ai+k) (mod p),
while the inequality fq(ai)6=fq(ai+k) means f(ai)6=f(ai+k) (mod q).

(we are almost there. . . )
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Length of Tails and Cycles: The Punchline, cont.

The equality fp(ai) = fp(ai+k) means f(ai)− f(ai+k) (mod p).
Therefore, p divides f(ai)− f(ai+k). This implies that p divides the
greatest common divisor of m and f(ai)− f(ai+k).

The inequality fq(ai)6=fq(ai+k) implies that q does not divide the
greatest common divisor of m and f(ai)− f(ai+k).

The two facts together imply that gcd (m, f(ai)− f(ai+k)) = p. So
by closing a cycle in O(

√
p) = O(m1/4) = O(2n/4) steps and O(1)

memory, we find a prime factor of m.
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Something is Missing

The memory required by the hare and tortoise is O(1), regardless of
the length of the tail plus the cycle. But the expected time analysis
strongly relied on f being a random function.

Random functions are easy to generate, but to keep track of
{a0, a1 = f(a0), a2 = f(a1), . . . , ai = f(ai−1), . . .} ⊆ Zm , we will
have to store O(

√
p) elements, defying our saving of memory.

Idea: Instead of a truly random function, we will just employ a simple
quadratic function f : Zm 7→ Zm. For example, f(x) = x2 + 3
(mod m).

This way, we avoid the need to store all previous values in memory.
But now there is no proof that the expected length of the cycle is
indeed O(

√
p). However, it won’t hurt to try this approach. If it

successfully factors, the lack of proof of performance will not deter us.
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Pollard ρ Algorithm: Python Code

def rho(m,f=lambda x: x*x+3):

""" pollard rho factoring """

a=random.randint(0,m-1)

print("starting point=",a,"\n")

t=h=a

s=int(m**0.25)

done=False

count=1

while not done:

t=f(t) % m

a=f(f(a) % m) % m

g=gcd(m,a-t)

if g>1 and g<m :

done=True

else:

count=count +1

if (count % s) == 0:

print (count//s,"\n")

# visualize length of run , in quanta of s

print(g," divides ", m, "\n")

return g
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Pollard ρ Algorithm: Sample Runs
>>> m=next_prime (2**47)[0]* next_prime (2**50)[0]

>>> elapsed("rho(m)")

starting point= 131754030626751445081856576239

140737488355333 divides 158456325028542045248481657107

145.673607 # under 2.5 minutes

>>> m=next_prime (2**48)[0]* next_prime (2**50)[0]

>>> elapsed("rho(m)")

starting point= 144297373938793782605469763606

1125899906842679 divides 316912650057096475395938583683

292.098062 # under 5 minutes

>>> next_prime (2**48)[0]

281474976710677

>>> next_prime (2**50)[0]

1125899906842679

>>> m=next_prime (2**49+2**20)[0]* next_prime (2**50)[0]

>>> elapsed("rho(m)")

starting point= 48585871674394322693798145873

562949954469907 divides 633825301294758675811488760853

24.16170699999998 # under 0.5 minutes
19 / 57
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And Now to Something Completely Different:
2 Reminders and 2 Short Ads
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A Serious Reminder

If you do not have the required number of homework assignments
with a passing grade (5 out of 7), and you will not talk to one of the
lecturers by the end of this week (last week of class), you cannot take
the exam.

Talking to the lecturers is a necessary but not a sufficient condition
for removing this lock.
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Short Advertisement (1):
Teaching Computer Science in the community

• An elective CS course/activity.

• For 3rd and 2nd year CS students.

• Your chance to spread your knowledge to school kids, mostly in
under privileged areas.

• Typically 6th year of primary school and mid school, ages 11-15.

• A highly challenging and personally rewarding experience.
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Short Advertisement (2): Student exchange (2nd year +)

סמסטר בוונציה 
                     אוניברסיטת תל-אביב

תלמידים לתואר הראשון באוניברסיטת תל-אביב מוזמנים ללמוד 
במשך סמסטר אחד באוניברסיטה הבינלאומית של ונציה

Venice International University (VIU) www.univiu.org

בקורסים בתחומים הבאים
(שפת ההוראה – אנגלית):

היסטוריה, תיאוריה של האמנות, תולדות האמנות, תקשורת, 
אדריכלות, לימודי דתות, תורת הספרות, סוציולוגיה, 

מדע המדינה, כלכלה, איטלקית מדוברת

30/04/2011ההרשמה לסמסטר א' תשע"ב היא עד 
15/11/2011 ולסמסטר ב' תשע"ב - עד 

 יינתן על-ידי החוגים / הפקולטותVIUמידע על הכרה בקורסים של 
 כל אחת 800$למספר תלמידים מצטיינים שהרשמתם תאושר יוענקו מלגות בסך 

לגבי פרטים על ההרשמה, שכר הלימוד, המגורים ומידע נוסף נא לפנות אל
  בימים א'-הי,202אבי זרכובסקי, המזכירות האקדמית, בניין הסנאט ע"ש ג'ורג' ס' וייז, חדר 

zaravi@post.tau.ac.il, דואל: 6409989, טלפון: 10:00-13:00בין השעות 

VIU is just one attractive example out of many options. For a full list of

universities with whom TAU has a student exchange agreement, look at the

site of TAU office of international academic affairs, or send e-mail to

acadaff@tauex.tau.ac.il. 23 / 57
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The Teaching Survey (reminder)

I Tel-Aviv University runs an on-line teaching survey during the
last 3 weeks of each semester (i.e. now).

I We encourage each of you to take advantage of this opportunity.

I It is anonymous.

I Filling it even gives you a few extra points in next semester’s
bidding.

I However, you won’t get any bonus in the grade for filling it
(anonymity, right :-)

I In addition to ticking boxes, there is also space for “free style”
comments.

I We do read the survey as well as individual comments, and
seriously take them into account in the next round(s) of the
course.
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And Now to Something Completely Different: Concurrency
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Sequential vs. Concurrent Programming

I Programs that we have seen so far work in a sequential manner,
namely commands are executed one-by-one in a well-defined
order.

I This simplifies the semantics of programs (and the work of the
programmer), but is in many cases wasteful.

I If there are multiple processors (cores) available, we may, in
some cases, distribute the computation among them so it is
done in parallel. Example: mapping a list involves the
application of a function on each element independently, and
these applications may be done on different processors.
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Sequential vs. Concurrent Programming (cont.)

Interestingly, concurrent computing is also useful when we have only
a single computer with a single core. This is due to “blocking”
operations such as waiting for user input, waiting for a server to
respond, waiting for a disk access, etc. Instead of waiting, we would
like to continue computation using the already available data.
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A Simple “blocking” Example

def Compute(n):

return (2**n)

def SerialReadCompute ():

for i in range (3):

n=input("Please enter a number: ")

res = Compute(int(n))

print("Computation result for ", n, "is ", res)

Problem: If the computation for e.g. the first one is “heavy”, the
user will have to wait for a long time before prompted for the second
number. Meanwhile, he may go and have coffee, and the program
might finish the first computation and be idle until he returns
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An alternative

def SerialReadCompute2 ():

inputs =[]

for i in range (3):

n=input("Please enter a number: ")

inputs.insert(0,n)

for i in range (3):

print("Computation result for ", inputs[i], "is ", \

Compute(int(inputs[i])))

Problem: The computation does not start until the user inputs all
numbers, even though it could have started after the first one is in.
If inputting e.g. the second number takes a lot of time (either
because the user is thinking and or having coffee, or because the
number has many digits), we are losing time that could have been
used for computation for the first input.
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Communication Example

To find out at which sports the city of Tel Aviv excels most, this code
counts the number of occurrences of Tel Aviv in the Wikipedia pages
of European championships for soccer, basketball, and hockey.

def Serial ():

host = "en.wikipedia.org"

count=0

start = time.time()

GET_METHOD="GET"

urls=["/wiki/UEFA_Champions_League","/wiki/Euroleague", \

"/wiki/Euro_Hockey_League"]

ENCODING = "utf -8"

for url in urls:

conn = http.client.HTTPConnection(host)

conn.request(GET_METHOD ,url)

data = conn.getresponse (). read()

data_as_string = str(data , ENCODING)

#print(data_as_string)

conn.close()

count = data_as_string.count("Tel Aviv")

print("Count in ",url , "is ",count)
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Communication Example (cont.)

Problem: The server on Wikipedia has a queue of requests (in fact,
the server is running a concurrent program!), and its own algorithm
for processing them. This means that some requests may take longer
than others and we cannot know which. The conn.request command
is blocking, i.e. if the request for one page takes long time to process
, the other request will not even register when in fact we could have
finished the computation for it.
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Desiderata

In both examples, we can easily identify independent subtasks: the
computation for each user input / web page is independent of the
rest. We would like to execute independent tasks in “parallel”.
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Threads

I Subtasks in a parallel program are often called threads.

I Most programming languages allow users to explicitly define
threads, namely tasks that are allowed to run in parallel. Within
each thread, operations are run sequentially.

I The operation system then chooses the order of execution, based
on different algorithms.

I The simplest one is round-robin, where the threads take turns
and at each turn a thread is allocated a fixed amount of time to
run its commands.

I More sophisticated algorithms, that allocate non-uniform
priorities, are used in practice.
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Threads in Python

import threading

import datetime

import time

class SimpleThreadClass(threading.Thread ):

def run(self):

for i in range (3):

now = datetime.datetime.now()

print("I am: ")

print (self.getName ())

print("The time is: ")

print(now)

def TestSimpleThread ():

for i in range (2):

t = SimpleThreadClass ()

t.start()

To implement a thread in python, one defines a class inheriting § the
built-in thread class, and implements the run function. start()
activates the thread, causing the run function to be invoked

§Inheritance will be studied in depth in the Software 1 course next semester
34 / 57
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Threads in Exercise 7

Threads are used in Exercise 7, Question 4, in the context of the
(bounded) halting problem. The thread runs the given program for a
bounded amount of time.
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A network example

def count_tel_aviv(url):

host = "en.wikipedia.org"

count=0

GET_METHOD="GET"

ENCODING = "utf -8"

conn = http.client.HTTPConnection(host)

conn.request(GET_METHOD ,url)

data = conn.getresponse (). read()

data_as_string = str(data , ENCODING)

#print(data_as_string)

conn.close()

count = data_as_string.count("Tel Aviv")

print("Count in ",url , "is ",count)

class FootballThreadClass(threading.Thread ):

def run(self):

count_tel_aviv("/wiki/UEFA_Champions_League")

class BasketballThreadClass(threading.Thread ):

def run(self):

count_tel_aviv("/wiki/Euroleague")
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def run(self):

count_tel_aviv("/wiki/Euro_Hockey_League")

def TestTelAviv ():

#start = time.time()

basket = BasketballThreadClass ()

basket.start()

foot = FootballThreadClass ()

foot.start()

hockey = HockeyThreadClass ()

hockey.start()

#end = time.time()

#print(" Elapsed: ", end -start)
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A possible problem
>>> TestSimpleThread ()

>>> I am I am

I am: I am:

>>>

Thread -1Thread -2

The time is: The time is:

2013 -01 -17 15:28:43.4810002013 -01 -17 15:28:43.482000

I am: I am:

Thread -1Thread -2

The time is: The time is:

2013 -01 -17 15:28:43.7240002013 -01 -17 15:28:43.730000

I am: I am:

....

What is going on??
38 / 57
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Shared Resource

I The threads that we have defined may seem to be independent,
but they use a shared resource: the standard output (the
screen). Since they run in parallel, they are impolite and jump
into each other words.

I With the power of parallelism comes the responsibility of
synchronization when one is needed!

I Another aspect of the shared resources problem is the use of
shared data (variables), which we will illustrate soon (using food
and philosophers!).

What can we do?

39 / 57
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Synchronization via Locks

I One of the most common ways to achieve synchronization is
through the use of designated objects called locks.

I The idea is that each thread asks permission before using the
shared object. When such permission is granted, the thread
immediately (i.e. before any other thread is allowed to make a
move), becomes the owner of the lock, and no other thread is
allowed access.

I The main reason for using a designated object rather than
simply a “flag” variable, is for this process to be guaranteed to
be immediate.

I When the resource is no longer in use by the thread, it releases
the lock which now becomes available again.
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Python’s lock object

I Two main methods: acquire and release.

I acquire expects a single boolean parameter, indicate if the lock
request is blocking or non-blocking.

I release has no parameters. Releasing a non-acquired lock will
lead to an exception

I There exist more sophisticated synchronization objects such as
semaphors that allow to count (and bound) the number of
threads using the resource.

41 / 57
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Example: using locks

PrintLock = threading.Lock()

def safe_count_tel_aviv(url):

host = "en.wikipedia.org"

count=0

GET_METHOD="GET"

ENCODING = "utf -8"

conn = http.client.HTTPConnection(host)

conn.request(GET_METHOD ,url)

data = conn.getresponse (). read()

data_as_string = str(data , ENCODING)

#print(data_as_string)

conn.close()

count = data_as_string.count("Tel Aviv")

PrintLock.acquire(True)

print("Count in ",url , "is ",count)

PrintLock.release ()
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class SafeFootballThreadClass(threading.Thread ):

def run(self):

safe_count_tel_aviv("/wiki/UEFA_Champions_League")

class SafeBasketballThreadClass(threading.Thread ):

def run(self):

safe_count_tel_aviv("/wiki/Euroleague")

class SafeHockeyThreadClass(threading.Thread ):

def run(self):

safe_count_tel_aviv("/wiki/Euro_Hockey_League")

def SafeTestTelAviv ():

#start = time.time()

basket = SafeBasketballThreadClass ()

basket.start()

foot = SafeFootballThreadClass ()

foot.start()

hockey = SafeHockeyThreadClass ()

hockey.start()
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Fixing the problem of the simple threads

class SafeSimpleThreadClass(threading.Thread ):

def run(self):

for i in range (3):

now = datetime.datetime.now()

PrintLock.acquire(True)

print("I am: ")

print (self.getName ())

print("The time is: ")

print(now)

PrintLock.release ()

def TestSafeSimpleThread ():

for i in range (2):

t = SafeSimpleThreadClass ()

t.start()
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Execution

>>> TestSafeSimpleThread ()

>>> I am:

Thread -1

The time is:

2013 -01 -17 15:26:54.575000

I am:

Thread -2

The time is:

2013 -01 -17 15:26:54.577000

I am:

Thread -1

The time is:

2013 -01 -17 15:26:54.748000

....

But..did we gain a lot from this parallelization?
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Perils of locks
I Too coarse. One way of guaranteeing safe access to shared

objects is to lock the entire run function of the thread. This,
however, is equivalent to running a sequential code. The less we
lock, the more parallelism we get.

I Too fine. Lock management is typically costly, so locking and
unlocking too many times is also undesirable.

I Deadlock. Suppose that a thread T1 wishes to access object A
and then object B, and T2 wishes to access object B and then
object A. Each object is associated with a distinct lock, and the
two threads are careful to ask for permission before accessing the
object. What could happen?

I A Deadlock in real life: “When two trains approach each other
at a crossing, both shall come to a full stop and neither shall
start up again until the other has gone” (according to
Wikipedia, this is a statute passed by the Kansas legislature in
the early 20th century)
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More Perils

I Livelock. No thread is stuck, but none is really progressing. Like
two people trying to be polite, by moving aside to let the other
pass. May happen with the use of flag variables for
synchronization.

I Starvation. A thread is starving if it can never progress.
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The Dining Philosophers

I Five philosophers sit at a round table. There is an infinite supply
of food, but a shortage of forks. A fork is placed between each
pair of adjacent philosophers.

I Each philosopher must alternately think and eat. However, a
philosopher can only eat when he has both left and right forks.

I Each fork can be held by only one philosopher and so a
philosopher can use the fork only if it’s not being used by
another philosopher.

This models quite well many real-life synchronization issues.
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The Dining Philosophers: Solution Proposal

I Think until the left fork is available and when it is pick it up.

I Think until the right fork is available and when it is pick it up.

I Eat for a fixed amount of time.

I Put the right fork down.

I Put the left fork down.

I Repeat from the beginning.

Can a deadlock arise? In what scenario?
Source: Wikipedia
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The Dining Philosophers: a better solution ¶

I For simplicity, consider 5 philosophers with 5 forks. Must have
two forks to eat. All run the same code.

I Deadlock is avoided by never waiting for a fork while holding a
fork (locked)

I The idea is to block while waiting to get first fork, and ask
(without blocking) for the second fork.

I If failed to get second fork, release first fork, swap which fork is
first and which is second and retry until getting both.

¶Adapted from http://rosettacode.org/wiki/Dining-philosophers
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The Dining Philosophers: a better solution (cont.)

class Philosopher(threading.Thread ):

running = True

def __init__(self , xname , forkOnLeft , forkOnRight ):

threading.Thread.__init__(self)

self.name = xname

self.forkOnLeft = forkOnLeft

self.forkOnRight = forkOnRight

def run(self):

while(self.running ): # Philosopher is thinking (but really is sleeping ).

time.sleep( random.uniform (3 ,13))

print(self.name , " is hungry.")

self.dine()
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The Dining Philosophers: a better solution (cont.)

def dine(self):

fork1 , fork2 = self.forkOnLeft , self.forkOnRight

lock_on_fork_2 = False

while self.running:

fork1.acquire(True)

locked = fork2.acquire(False)

if locked:

fork1.release ()

print(self.name ," swaps forks")

fork1 , fork2 = fork2 , fork1

else:

lock_on_fork_2 = True

break

self.dining ()

if (lock_on_fork_2 ):

fork2.release ()

fork1.release ()

def dining(self):

print(self.name ," starts eating")

time.sleep(random.uniform (1 ,10))

print(self.name , " finishes eating and leaves to think.")
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The Dining Philosophers: a better solution (cont.)

def DiningPhilosophers ():

forks = [threading.Lock() for n in range (5)]

philosopherNames = (’Aristotle ’,’Kant’,’Buddha ’, \

’Marx’, ’Russel ’)

philosophers= [Philosopher(philosopherNames[i], \

forks[i%5], forks[(i+1)%5]) \

for i in range (5)]

random.seed (507129)

Philosopher.running = True

for p in philosophers:

p.start()

time.sleep (100)

Philosopher.running = False

print ("Now we’re finishing.")
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Concurrent Programming: Conclusion

I We can make our code more efficient by parallelizing sub-tasks.

I Sub-tasks can then be run on multiple processors / cores, but
even running them on the same core allows to avoid blocking.

I Parallelized sub-tasks should be as independent as possible. For
parts that are dependent (e.g. access the same resource), we
should carefully synchronize their execution, e.g. using locks.

I Locks should be used responsibly and carefully.

I Many many other issues in parallelization on multiple processors,
including load balancing, communication complexity, and more.
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